ASIA and the GLOBAL SOUTH
3rd annual conference & graduate professional development workshop
FEB 14 2013 / 12-6 PM / SOS B40 / USC

KEYNOTE & LUNCH // 12:00-1:30 PM
> JUAN FELIPE LÓPEZ AYMÉS (Professor of Asian and African Studies, Colegio de México), "Is Latin America Strategic for Asian Powers?"

PANEL 1: CULTURE & SOCIETY // 1:30-3:30 PM
> DUNCAN YOON (PhD Student, UCLA Comparative Literature), "Cultural Roots of the Global South: The Afro-Asian Writers Bureau (1958-1963)"
> GÉRALDINE FISS (Postdoc, USC East Asian Languages and Cultures), "Mo Yan and Márquez: A Resonance of Form, Technique and Aesthetic Purpose"
> GABRIEL CHAPUNOV (PhD Student, University of La Plata), "The Role of Argentina in an Asian-centered world dynamic"
DISCUSSANTS: Cynthia Wang (PhD Student, USC Communications); Tom Narins (PhD Student, UCLA Geography)

PANEL 2: ECONOMICS & POLITICS // 3:45-5:45 PM
> XIANGFENG YANG (PhD Candidate, USC Political Science and International Relations), "The China Model away from Home: Testing the Myth of Beijing’s Export of Authoritarianism"
> GUSTAVO DE L.T. OLIVEIRA (PhD Student, UC Berkeley Geography), "Brazil-China Agroindustrial Partnerships"
> PABLO GAVIRATI (PhD Student, University of Buenos Aires), "East Asia and Latin America from the perspective of the Political Ecology: diplomatic discourses, international policies and economic interests around Climate Change"
> CAROL WISE (Associate Professor, USC International Relations), "China-Latin American trade relations"
DISCUSSANTS: Saori Katada (Associate Professor of International Relations, USC); R. Bin Wong (UCLA)

VISIT http://dornsife.usc.edu/eascenter/asia-and-the-global-south FOR MORE INFORMATION & TO RSVP